
 

Proposal to obtain meteoblue.com data 
 
Title: The data analysis of UV airglow measurements by ground-based and balloon-based            
experiments 
 
Objective: The Earth’s upper atmosphere produces the radiation than is known as an             
airglow. It acts as a background for detection of Extensive Air Shower (EAS) induced by               
Ultra High Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECR). These EAS will be observed by JEM-EUSO             
mission (http://jem-euso.roma2.infn.it/) which is in the preparation phase. One task of the            
Slovak group, as a member of JEM-EUSO collaboration, is an estimation of UV background              
that is mainly composed by the airglow.  
We are developing a network of airglow monitor detectors that will be able to measure UV                
airglow (within wavelength range 250 - 500 nm) from the ground. The detectors are and will                
be placed on several locations around the world (See Table, locations Nr. 1 - 4). We would                 
like to employ also data from JEM-EUSO pathfinders - EUSO-TA and EUSO-Balloon (see             
Table, locations Nr. 5 - 9) to the analysis. The cloud coverage is the main limiting condition                 
for airglow observation from the ground. Therefore such meteorological data are mandatory            
for correct interpretation of the measurements. The meteorological data can be also used for              
prediction of a clear sky nights percentage during the year.  
The results of the analysis can be also used for the project “Feasibility study to observe                
ionospheric disturbances by one pixel UV detector” that is prepared within Plan For             
European Cooperating States (PECS) in Slovakia contract with European Space Agency           
(ESA). 
 
Organization: Department of Space Physics, Institute of Experimental Physics, Slovak          
Academy of Sciences (http://uef.saske.sk/en/dsp), Watsonova 47, 040 01 Košice, Slovakia 
Author: RNDr. Simon Mackovjak, PhD 
Supervisor: RNDr. Pavol Bobik, PhD, Head of the Department 
 
Dates: The work is planned for years 2017 - 2018. The requested data will be analysed                
within 3 months from the delivery. Possibly they will be used in publications prepared until               
end of 2018 (unless agreed otherwise). 
 
Methodology for use of meteoblue data: The data of cloud coverage will be used for 2                
purposes:  

a) Interpretation of UV airglow measurements that were performed since 2014 on some            
locations. The cloud coverage data will be used for recognition of clear sky             
conditions. 

b) Prediction of the clear sky nights percentage during the year for places where the              
new measurements are planned 

 
Requested data: The hourly historical cloud coverage data (Low Clouds, Mid Clouds, High             
Clouds) for following locations and time intervals are requested: 
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Nr. Location Latitude Longitude Altitude  
[m] a.s.l. 

Time Period 

1 Lomnický štít,  
Slovak Republic 

49.2°N 20.21°E  2634 2014/01/01 - Today 

2 Kolonica,  
Slovak Republic 

48.93°N 22.27°E 460 2014/01/01 - Today 

3 MAGIC, La Palma,  
Spain 

28.76°N 17.89°W 2423 2014/01/01 - Today 

4 Karby, Stockholm, 
Sweden 

59.55°N 18.20°E 29 2014/01/01 - Today 

5 Telescope Array 
Black Rock Mesa, 
Utah, USA 

39.19°N 112.71°W 1400 2014/01/01 - Today 

6 Area near 
Timmins, Canada 

48.58°N 81.7°W 300 2014/08/22 - 2014/08/28 

7 Area near 
Timmins, Canada 

48.59°N 81.85°W 300 2014/08/22 - 2014/08/28 

8 Area near 
Timmins, Canada 

48.6°N 82.0°W 300 2014/08/22 - 2014/08/28 

9 Area near 
Timmins, Canada 

48.63°N 82.12°W 300 2014/08/22 - 2014/08/28 

 
 
Disclaimer: We agree with meteoblue scientific agreements: 

● Use the data, products or services exclusively for the production of the work: no              
dissemination of the data. 

● Compliance with scientific and ethical methods of using, analysing and presenting           
data. 

● Deletion of the data after completion of the work, unless agreed otherwise. 
● Referencing the source of the data ("data provided by www.meteoblue.com"). 
● Sending a copy of the completed work in electronic form as an e-mail attachment to               

info@meteoblue.com or by another suitable form of transmission. 
● Complying with the meteoblue terms and conditions. 
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Report of the obtained meteoblue.com data 
 

PART A: The recognition of the clear sky conditions from the cloud coverage data 
provided by meteoblue.com 

 
The main weather condition for successful observation of the airglow from the ground is the               
clear (cloudless) sky. We have used the cloud coverage data for recognition of clear sky               
conditions for the particular nights when the UV airglow detectors were operated.  
The first airglow monitor detector started to measure at Lomnický štít Observatory (Slovak             
Republic) on the 26 February 2017. Thanks to cloud coverage data, that are presented in               
Fig. 1, we were able to recognise 4 clear sky nights while the measurements were also not                 
affected by the light from the Sun and the Moon. The airglow data measured during the                
nights from 26 Feb, 27 Mar, 31 Mar and 2 Apr 2017 were then used for the further analysis. 

Fig. 1: The cloud coverage at Lomnicky Stit Observatory for the time period from the beginning of the                  
airglow monitor detector measurements until provided cloud coverage data. Different type of cloud             
coverage in % - high, middle and low are plotted in different colors - cyan, green and blue,                  
respectively. 

 
Fig. 2: The cloud coverage at Telescope Array Black Rock Mesa site (Utah, USA) for the time period                  
of EUSO-TA operation in the year 2015. Different type of cloud coverage in % - high, middle and low                   
are plotted in different colors - cyan, green and blue, respectively.  
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The clear sky conditions were detected also in the operation period of EUSO-TA experiment              
[1]. Thanks to cloud coverage data, which are displayed in Fig. 2, we focused only on these                 
EUSO-TA data that were not affected by the presence of clouds. 
 
These results and their consequences to airglow measurements were presented at the 21st             
JEM-EUSO International Meeting in Chicago (IL, USA) on 22 June 2017.  
 
 

PART B: Prediction of the clear sky nights percentage during the year for places 
where the new measurements are planned 

 
We plan to place the airglow monitor detector on the some new locations. Therefore we               
made an analysis of cloud coverage for three years (1 Jan 2014 - 31 Dec 2016) for 5                  
locations to get an indication of expectable clear sky night hours. We performed the analysis               
for the most conservative estimation of the clear sky i.e. cloud coverage is 0% for low,                
middle and high clouds at the same time. And also for the cloud coverage ≤ 10% for all                  
these 3 cloud types at the same time. We assumed here the time period from 6 pm to 6 am                    
as the night hours. The portion of clear sky night hours for different locations are listed in the                  
Tab.1. The total number of night hours during the 3 years was 13 152. The graphs of cloud                  
coverage for particular locations from Tab.1 are plotted in Fig. 3 - 7.  

 

Location 
The portion of 
clear sky night 

hours 

The portion of sky 
night hours with 

cloud coverage ≤ 10%  

Mean Annual  
Clear Sky days 
(Wilson and Jetz, 

2016) 

Lomnický štít,  
Slovak Republic 15.7% 21.5% 14.5% 

Kolonica,  
Slovak Republic 29.0% 36.1% 32.4% 

MAGIC, La Palma,  
Spain 8.5% 10.5% 64.9% 

Karby, Stockholm, 
Sweden 

21.3% 25.7% 36.9% 

Telescope Array, 
Black Rock Mesa, 

Utah, USA 
39.9% 48.5% 63.5% 

 
Tab. 1: The portion of clear sky night hours for different locations. 
 
The 4th column in Tab.1 consists of the results gained from the study of Wilson and Jetz                 
(2016) [2] that deal with 15-year MODIS (MODerate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer)          
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archive of twice-daily observations from Terra and Aqua satellite during years 2000–2014.            
These observations were validated by cloud observations of a global network which consists             
of 5388 weather stations and is in operation since 1971. The used cloud detection algorithm               
provide a binary daily response (cloudy/ clear sky) with spatial resolution 1 km on the               
ground. The proportion of clear sky days is expressed as mean annual value (%) over 15                
years.  
 

 
Fig. 3: The cloud coverage at Lomnický štít Observatory (Slovak Republic) in years 2014 - 2016.                
Different type of cloud coverage in % - high, middle and low are plotted in different colors - cyan,                   
green and blue, respectively. 
 

 
Fig. 4: The cloud coverage at Kolonica Observatory (Slovak Republic) in years 2014 - 2016. Different                
type of cloud coverage in % - high, middle and low are plotted in different colors - cyan, green and                    
blue, respectively. 
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Fig. 5: The cloud coverage at MAGIC Observatory (La Palma, Spain) in years 2014 - 2016. Different                 
type of cloud coverage in % - high, middle and low are plotted in different colors - cyan, green and                    
blue, respectively. 
 

 
Fig. 6: The cloud coverage at Karby (Stockholm, Sweden) in years 2014 - 2016. Different type of                 
cloud coverage in % - high, middle and low are plotted in different colors - cyan, green and blue,                   
respectively. 
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Fig. 7: The cloud coverage at Telescope Array Observatory (Black Rock Mesa, Utah, USA) in years                
2014 - 2016. Different type of cloud coverage in % - high, middle and low are plotted in different colors                    
- cyan, green and blue, respectively. 
 
The highest inconsistency between the meteoblue data (Tab. 1 column 2) and the MODIS              
data (Tab.1 column 4) is for MAGIC, La Palma location. Taking into account the fact that the                 
MAGIC site on La Palma is one of the best astronomical site in the world, it seems that                  
meteoblue data needs some correction for the interpretation. When we consider the middle             
and high clouds only, we obtain the value 83.5% of the portion of clear sky night hours. This                  
is consistent with observers experience that low clouds are below the MAGIC observational             
site, which is in the altitude of 2 200 m a.s.l. 
 
Conclusions 
 
Thanks to the meteoblue.com data we were able to recognize the clear sky nights within the                
time periods of operation of airglow detectors (part A). We have obtained also a reasonable               
indication of expected cloud coverage for 5 observational sites where the airglow detectors             
will measure in the future (part B).  
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